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Highlight  Qualifications Ability to multi-task maximize efficiency while remaining 
committed  quality output Strong leadership qualities and problem-solving abilities
Ability establish and maintain positive relationships with colleagues through 
effective communication.

2015 – 2020
SLITTER OPERATOR  II - MULTI-COLOR CORPORATION

 November 17, 2014-March 13, 2014 -Load press rolls  labels onto the machine 
and web them up in the correct direction -Set razor blades order to cut labels 
into individual rolls of labels -Check each label its running on the machine for 
any errors, skipping, etc.

 Taked bad labels out of the roll and add rolls together in order to get the job 
-Add all the right paperwork and send the jobs packaging  sent to the customer 
Peerless Blowers (Madison Manufacturing) 1 Madison Ave, Hot Springs, NC 
28743 Small Assembly/Big Assembly Line June 23, 2015-Present -Take parts and 
bolt them together to make finished product.

 Checked for any defects before putting the product together.
 Touched up any physical defects that may be fixable, and send it  down the line 

to  prepared to be shipped.
 Maked sure the bolts  blueprints are the bolts being used to build the product.
 Checked measurements are the same as  the blueprints.
 Officed Proficiencies Microsoft Works Microsoft Spreadsheet Microsoft Office Why

valued and productive employee  have an acute affinity for empathizing with 
people and understanding their motives.

1993 – 1997
SLITTER OPERATOR  II - DELTA CORPORATION

 Worked on a team of 8 people to manufacture duct tape Operated slitting and 
other machinery in the production and packaging process Packaged finished .

 Slitter Operator.
 Operated a Laem System Film Slitter.
 Cut shrink film to orders by gauge width and length.
 Controlling with speed, tension and pressure Operating a Forklift to move 

products.
 Operate machine to slit materials for sail making Stock and inventory/machine 

maintenance Forklift operation/shop maintenance.
 Started as off bearer on a folder gluer was promoted to Assistant then moved to

the slitter department to become an operator able to work by self .
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EDUCATION

Diploma In Engineering And Technology - 2002(Sumner High School - Sumner, 
WA)

SKILLS

2d/3d Design, Adobe Creative Suite, Autocad.
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